
Key Facts

Industrial robots as of February 2022 globally

Businesses worldwide plan to adopt robotic 
automation into their infrastructure

Up in orders of robotic units for business in North 
America in 2021

Projected global market for terrestrial 
autonomous systems by 2026

Source: Techjury Robo Industry Statistics & Zippia Industry Statistics. 1



Automation across all industries is changing the risk landscape. 
Insurance brokers must adapt and be ready to capture the growth. 
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Koop is offering a new 
tech-enabled insurance 
product for the world of 
automation

Competitive 
rates

Attractive 
commissions

Unique 
coverage

Short quote 
turnaround
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Package
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Swift advancements in automation technology are transforming

industries and opening new growth opportunities. Such
advancements are creating liability gaps for both developers and

adopters of that technology across the market.

Traditional insurance programs are not built to address unique risk

exposures, such as integrated sensor systems equipped with

cutting-edge machine learning software.

The Singularity Package is here to help companies close gaps with

new, competitive, and purpose-built insurance products.

The Singularity Package consists of General Liability, Tech E&O, and
Cyber, which can be sold separately or as a package. We use our

own technology and proprietary underwriting methods, which
make us efficient in quoting and binding and allow us to offer

competitive rates for most complex risks.

Commercial General Liability
General Liability coverage protects your clients from occasional

accidents and injuries that might happen on your premises. Product

defects when you client is no longer in control of a robot is covered

under product liability.

Robotics E&O
Cyber coverage protects your clients from rogue hacks affecting

robotics operations. Whether it is an attack on the central command

operations or any individual unit, we will cover for losses to ensure

confidence in your customer’s products and services.

Cyber Liability
Cyber coverage protects your clients from rogue hacks affecting

robotics operations. Whether it is an attack on the central command

operations or any individual unit, we will cover for losses to ensure

confidence in your customer’s products and services.

Backed by

Package - Coverage
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Package - Technology

We built our technology to ensure the best customer experience

and drive effective underwriting process. Combined, it allows us to

generate quotes faster than the rest of the market for complex

technology companies in the automation space.

The client-facing portal is a great retention tool due to its ease of
use. For renewals, the portal has all the data in one place with

prefilled application forms. Clients can make changes or approve
the application for submission.

Clients can access their policy documents, request COIs, and

generate custom risk reports. Additionally, clients can submit

technology-specific data for Koop to consider further rate

improvements.

Prefilled 
Applications

Policy 
Management

Fast 
Quote & Bind

COIs & 
Risk Reports

Online 
Submissions

Broker 
Portal Access

Singularity PlatformTM
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ü Developer or operator business model

ü Both hardware and software exposure

ü $0 to $100M in annual revenue

ü Venture funded if early stage

ü Domiciled in the United States

Risk Appetite

Get appointed at www.koop.ai
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